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П Р Е З И Н Т А Ц И Я



{

What is common with 
these words?

-violence
-poverty
-addiction
-prison
-commit suicide



                 The Plan

1. Family poverty, youth violence
2. Smoking, drug and alcohol 
addiction
3. Indifference of adults
4. Looking for a way out 



-low income;
-have financial 
problems;
-live a boring life;
-treated badly at school, 
at home;
-the unemployed 
parents;
-bad habits;

-violence as the 
symptom;
-cruel actions as an 
expression …
-to differ from others;
-a lack of good life;
-to express 
themselves;

The problems in life      The reasons of being bad



What measures should be taken against bad 
habits?
            (Smoking, drinking alcohol, drug 
addiction)



    - to put into prison for…
    - to arrest for…
    - to sack from school for…
    - to pay a fine (to take money) for...    
    - to ban………………..
                       -    in the cinemas, in the theatres 
                       -    in the hospitals
                       -    at schools
                       -    offices…



-Well, you see, ….
-The reason is that …
-Well, the thing is …
-Let me explain, the thing 
is, …
But the point is, …
It’s like this; you see ,…
If I could explain …

You are unwilling …

-I’d rather not 
actually…
-I don’t really want 
to…
-Well, I think I prefer …
-I’m afraid I can’t 
possible …
I’m not really willing …

Giving reasons …  



How do teenagers feel about their 
problems?

-get upset or 
depressed;
-are quite indifferent;
-are not taken 
seriously;
-are treated badly;
-useless to discuss



-to be involved in positive activities…
-to help families in need…
-not to be afraid of being impolite…
-to talk about the problems…
-to have the feeling to be cared for…
-to join sport clubs…
-to support needy children…
-to be taken seriously…

 

Can you help anybody to solve the problems?

           How to help?



Svetlana and 
Maksim: «Being a 
teenager means 
having the first 
love»



Dmitry: «Being a 
teenager means 
choosing your own 
way in life»



Lyubov: «Being a 
teenager means for 
me having a lot of 
friends, going to 
school every day» 



Vladislav: «Being a 
teenager means 
getting knowledge 
out of school 
subjects»



Alexsandra: «I think 
being a teenager is 
being in love, being an 
active person, getting a 
lot of positive emotions 
and being 
independent»



Home task: AB page 47-48, exercise 5;
                     SB page 118-119, exercise 
1,1); answer the questions using the text


